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Abstract

We consider functions de�ned by ground�convergent left�linear
rewrite systems� By restricting the depth of left sides and disallow�
ing de�ned symbols at the top of right sides� we obtain an algorithm
for function inversion�

� Motivation

It is thought that some ancient cultures employed a solar calendar with
a �xed year�length of �	
 days and a simple scheme of �� equal�length
months Imagine a 
�based version of such a calendar Given a date hd�m� yi
consisting of a year number y� month number m and day number d� it is
trivial to calculate the number of elapsed days since the onset of the calendar
on date h
� 
� 
i�

n�d�m� y� � �	
� y � �
�m� d ���

To facilitate conversion of dates between calendars �see
�Dershowitz and Reingold� ������� one also needs to compute the in�
verse of n to �nd the date hd�m� yi corresponding to a given number of
elapsed days N  The appropriate function is not all that trivial�

n��N� � hN mod �
� b�N mod �	
���
c� bN��	
ci ���

�



The ideal of logic programming suggests that one should only need to
specify the function n and simply let the programming language do the
�dirty work� and solve for hd�m� yi� given any N  That is� we want the
machine to determine the appropriate question for a given answer� as in
the popular game �Jeopardy� Narrowing �or any other complete semantic�
uni�cation procedure�� given a goal n�d�m� y� �� �

 �and some appropriate
de�nitions of operations on natural numbers� would yield the sought�after
solution d � �
� m � �� y � � Unfortunately� it would also �nd numerous
undesirable solutions� such as d � �
� m � ��� y � 
 Worse� unadulterated
narrowing will continue forever seeking additional� nonexistent solutions for
y � � To eliminate the undesired �solutions�� one would have to add the
missing parts of the speci�cation in the form of constraints�

n�d�m� y� �� N� d � �
 �� T� m � �� �� T

To preclude nontermination� one could add �failure�causing� rules�

s�x� �� s�y� � x �� y
s�x� �� 
 � F


 �� s�y� � F

���

Applied eagerly �as suggested in �Dershowitz and Plaisted� ������� these
rules prune unsatis�able inversion goals

Thus� we are interested in the problem of solving sets of equations of
the form t � N � where t is an arbitrary term containing de�ned function
symbols� constructors �that is� unde�ned function symbols and constants��
and variables� while N is a value� by which we mean a term containing
constructors only� without de�ned symbols or variables We will describe a
broad class of functions that can be inverted in this manner Failure rules�
like ���� which hold in general for constructors in convergent systems� are
built into the algorithm

More generally� semantic matching is the process of generating a basis
set of substitutions that� when applied to a �pattern� term� gives a term
equal �in some theory� to a given �target� term In other words� matching
is the special ��one�way�� case of �semantic� uni�cation in which one of the
two terms to be uni�ed is ground �variable�free� Matching algorithms are
required for pattern application in functional languages and have potential
uses in logic�based languages For example� given the usual de�nitions for
append and reverse on lists� it is natural to implicitly de�ne a predicate for
checking if a list is a palindrome in the following manner�

palindrome�append�x� reverse�x��� � T
palindrome�append�x� a � reverse�x��� � T

���
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To use such de�nitions within a functional pattern�directed language� it is
necessary to match patterns of the form append�x� reverse�x�� against values
like �� �� �� �� � To perform such matches�which is not possible in current
functional languages�an inversion algorithm is required

We restrict ourselves to equational theories that are presented as �rather
typical� functional programs in the form of ground�convergent left�linear
rewrite systems Though for arbitrary linear systems� matching is unsolv�
able� by placing �not wholly unrealistic� syntactic restrictions on the sides
of rules �left sides are restricted in depth and right sides may not have arbi�
trary de�ned symbols at the top�� we can show termination of our inversion
algorithm We do not actually require su�cient completeness �only conver�
gence�� so some ground terms may have non�constructor normal forms

For calendar computation from scratch� we also need a program for
�unary� �natural arithmetic�� such as

x� 
 � x

x � s�y� � s�x� y�

x� 
 � 

x � s�y� � �x� y� � x

s�x� � s�y� � x � y

 � s�y� � T


 � 
 � F
s�x� � 
 � F

���

Though this program does not meet our criteria� it can be massaged into
shape� see Section �

On the other hand� the following �somewhat peculiar� gound�convergent
version �with standard abbreviating conventions� of multiplication does sat�
isfy the requirements we impose for invertibility�

x� 
 � 


� x � 


sx � sy � s�x� sy � y�

x� 
 � x
x� sy � s�x� y�

�	�

Together with a de�nition of squaring�

x� � x� x ���

it allows us to compute square�roots by solving goals like x� �� s���

In Section 	� we give an algorithm for inversion when certain syntac�

tic conditions� enumerated in Section �� are ful�lled The algorithm� the
correctness of which is proved in Section �� is based on the more generally
valid goal transformation rules of Section � From the theoretical point of
view� we are interested in probing the borderline between decidability and
undecidability� so the necessity of the conditions is also shown Prior work
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is summarized in Section � and future work is suggested in Section � First
some preliminaries

� Nomenclature

We use standard notation and terminology for concepts in rewriting
�Dershowitz and Jouannaud� ���
� In particular� s �� t means that the
��rst�order� term s rewrites �in zero or more steps using the system under
question� to the normal�form �ie unrewritable term� t For our purposes�
any function symbol or constant that appears at the root of a left side of a
rule is de�ned� while all others are constructors A constructor term �or con�
text� is composed of constructors and variables� a ground constructor term
�context� is a value �context� A rule de�ning a symbol f will be called an
f �rule

A system is left�linear if no variable appears more than once on the left
side� it is linear if no variable appears on either side more than once The
depth jjtjj of a term t is the number of symbols in the longest path of its tree
representation This means that constants and variables have depth � A
variable is shallow in a term if it does not appear below depth �

A matching �sub�goal takes the form s �� t� where s and t share no
variables� and has a solution �� assigning terms to variables in s� if and
only if s� �� t� � for some �ancillary� substitution � of terms for variables
in t Clearly� if t itself is not in normal form� the goal has no solutions
There may of course be more than one solution to a goal We need not
compute them all� We can ignore more speci�c solutions than ones we do
compute �eg x �� sz subsumes x �� sss
�� we can ignore solutions that
are not normalized� since they must be equal to normal�form solutions �eg
x �� 
� z is covered by x �� 
 for the theory of multiplication�

In inversion problems s �� N � the term N is a �variable�free� value If
the rewrite system R is ground convergent� then an equation s �� N has a
ground solution 	 in the equational theory of R if� and only if� 	 is equivalent
to some solution of the inversion goal s �� N  Hence� to �nd all solutions
� to s �� N � one can look for a complete set of solutions to s�� N 

� Background

Any complete procedure for semantic matching with respect to an arbitrary
theory cannot always terminate� even if the theory is presented as a �nite�
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linear� convergent system for two reasons� matchability for some such the�
ories is undecidable �Heibrunner and H�olldobler� ������ some have no �nite
set of most general uni�ers �Fages and Huet� �����

Semantic uni�cation in a theory supplied with a �nite ground convergent
�ie con�uent for ground terms and terminating� rewrite system is known
to be computable in the following special cases�

� Every non�ground right side is a variable �Hullot� ���
�

� Every non�ground right side is a constructor term
�Dershowitz et al�� �����

� Every non�ground right side is a proper subterm of its left side
�Narendran� Pfenning and Statman� �����

� Every non�ground right side is either a constructor term or a proper
subterm of its left side �Mitra� �����

� Every right side is composed of constructors and proper subterms of
its left side �Mitra� �����

� All variables are shallow on the left side �Christian� �����

� The system is linear and every variable that appears on both
sides is shallow on both sides �convergence is unnecessary�
�Nieuwenhuis� �����

� The system is linear and the right side of every f �rule is either a
constructor term or a proper subterm of the left side� except for
at most one right side that may be a value context with a single
subterm g�
 
 
 � ri� 
 
 
�� where every ri is either a variable or a value
�Dershowitz and Mitra� �����

� The system is linear and the right side of every f �rule is a constructor
term� except for at most one right side that may be a constructor
context with a single subterm g�
 
 
 � ri� 
 
 
�� where every ri is either a
variable or a value �Mitra� �����

Only the last two special cases are powerful enough to capture even simple
recursive functions like addition

Under the assumption of ground convergence� one need only consider
innermost computations� in which rules are always applied to terms whose
proper subterms are in normal form For that reason� one need only com�
pute normal�form solutions� they are equivalent in the equational theory
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R to all others For left�linear systems� semantic matching can be simpler
than uni�cation� since we know the shape of the normal form of the instan�
tiated pattern In prior work �Dershowitz et al�� ������ we showed decidabil�
ity of semantic matching for certain variable�preserving or left�linear ground
convergent systems satisfying a �noncomputable� semantic condition� called
�decreasingness� Let ��t�� represent the depth �or other measure for which
proper subterms are smaller than their superterms� of the �unique� normal
form of t for a given system The point is that�

Theorem � For a ground convergent rewrite system� the normal�form solu�
tions � to an inversion goal s�� N are bounded in depth� i�e� jjx�jj � jjN jj�
if for all de�ned symbols f and ground terms ��f�
 
 
 � t� 
 
 
��� � ��t���

Proof� If s� �� N � then ��s��� � ��N �� Hence� jjx�jj � ��x��� � ��s��� �
��N ��� since x� is a normal form �

It follows that� for such systems� the ��nite� set of �normal�form� solu�
tions to inversion goals can be computed in �nite time The problem is that
the condition precludes �erasing� rules that have a variable on the left that
is not carried over to the right side To get around this obstacle� one can
distinguish between decreasing and non�decreasing de�ned symbols�

Theorem � ��Dershowitz et al�� ����	
 The inversion problem is com�
putable for a left�linear ground convergent rewrite system if no right side
has a de�ned symbol at its root� nor a de�ned symbol that appears below a
function symbol f that is �decreasing	� in the sense that there are ground
terms for which ��f�
 
 
 � t� 
 
 
��� � ��t���

In System ���� � and � are decreasing �eg ��s�
 � 
�� � ��
�� � � � � �
��s�
���� but one rule has a de�ned symbol at the top right Indeed� the goal

 � x �� 
 has in�nitely many solutions sn
� and there is no more general
term siy for which 
 � siy �� 
 This is because 
 � y � 
 is only an
inductive� but not an equational� theorem of ��� For this reason� we need
to use convoluted rules for multiplication� as in �	�

� Complete Inversion

For �nite equational theories� satis�ability problems are recursively enumer�
able� and general�purpose semantic�uni�cation procedures have been exten�
sively studied If we restrict ourselves to ground convergent rewrite systems
that are left�linear� then the following transformation rules constitute a com�
plete procedure for inversion of goals s�� N �

	



Decompose�
f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn��� f�t�� 
 
 
 � tn�

s� �
� t�� 
 
 
 � sn �

� tn

Mutate�
f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn��� t

s� �
� l��� 
 
 
� sn �

� ln�

� is a solution to r ��

t� f�l�� � � � � ln� � r is a
�renamed� rule in R

Eliminate� x�� t
x �� t

x is a variable

Ignore� s�� x x is a variable

When Decompose and Mutate can both be applied to the same subgoal�
both alternatives must be explored The rules are applied until all that
remains is a set of syntactic uni�cation goals of the form xj �

� tj  Any
solution to the latter is a solution to the original goal Variables in the left
half of goals are never instantiated� giving a �basic� strategy

We need to show that this system of goal transformations has the fol�
lowing properties�

Soundness Given a goal s �� t� if the procedure produces a solution ��
then s� � 	 	 	 � t� � for some substitution � 

Completeness Given a goal s �� t� if s� �� t� for some � and � � the
procedure will produce a solution � such that there is a substitution � for
which R j� x�� � x�� for each variable x appearing in s

Soundness should be clear except for the Ignore rule� for which we need
the following lemmata�

Lemma � For any left�linear rewrite system� if s� �� t� is a current subgoal
and x is a variable in t�� then the set of current subgoals contains only that
one occurrence of x�

Proof� In the right half of the initial goal s �� N � there are no
variables When Decomposing f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn� �� f�t�� 
 
 
 � tn�� any variable
that appeared once on the right is now in only one ti When Mutating�
�rst r �� t is solved� at which point the terms li do not yet appear in any
subgoal Later� when solving si �

� li�� any variable y in li� is either from
the rule� in which case it is alone� since R is left�linear� or it was introduced
by �� in which case it derives from eliminated goals xj �

� tj and appeared
alone in the tj  �
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Lemma  If a variable x only appears in the right half of a subgoal s�� x�
that subgoal may be deleted �by Ignore��

Proof� For each solution �� the ancillary substitution � includes x �� s�
to satisfy the eliminated subgoal �

Were the system not left�linear� then there would be variables y in
the right half of more than one goal That would require an additional
rule to transform a goal f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn� �

� y into y �� f�y�� 
 
 
 � yn�� s� �
�

y�� 
 
 
 � sn �
� yn� for new variables yi

The proof of completeness is by induction on the number of steps in any
innermost normalizing derivation s� �� t� � and� secondarily� on the depth
of s

� If it has zero steps� then s� � t� and Decomposition and Eliminate
will �nd a solution at least as general as �

� If t is a variable� then Ignore generates the most general �trivial� so�
lution

� If s is a variable x and � provides a normal form N for it� then by
con�uence� N �� t only if N is t� and Eliminate generates the right
solution If x also has a normal form �from a prior goal� looking like
u� then t and u must unify

� Otherwise� Decomposition proceeds until a smaller subgoal that re�
quires a rewrite at the top arises Consider such a derivation

f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn�� � 	 	 	 � f�l�� 
 
 
 � ln�� � l�
top
� r��� t�

Mutation does the trick by �rst �nding �something at least as general
as� the substitution � for r �� t� the solution � is then found from
the si �� li� subgoals

� Constructing Systems

In the next section we will prove that the following syntactic requirements
su�ce for solvability of matching goals�

�A� Each left side is of depth at most �

�B� If a right side is a variable or constant� then the left side of that rule
is of depth at most �
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�C� Whenever a right side is not a variable� it is headed by a constructor

A left�linear� ground convergent system satisfying these three conditions
will be called a constructing system Only condition �C� is severe in practice

Now we show that each of the above three restrictions is necessary� If
one drops the requirement of left�linearity� we get undecidability using a
rule E�x� x� � T to reduce an arbitrary uni�cation problem s �� t to
E�s� t��� T 

In the remaining cases� we reduce uni�cation in the theory of addition
and multiplication over natural numbers �which is undecidable per Hilbert�s
Tenth Problem� to matching problems� for which we use the constructing
rules in �	�

If one violates �C� and allows de�ned right�root symbols� we have the
following counterexample�

f
 � 

E�
� 
� � 


E�sx� sy� � fE�x� y�
���

By induction it is easy to see that

E�x� y��� 
 if and only if x� y �� sn
 for some n

Therefore� a goal of the form E�t� u��� 
 would� in general� be unsolvable
for arbitrary terms t and u involving � and �

The following system illustrates the problem when a left side is of depth
� and the right side of depth ��

f
 � 

fs
 � 


E�
� 
� � s

E�sx� sy� � sfE�x� y�

���

for which

E�x� y��� s
 if and only if x� y�� sn
 for some n

Finally� we relax Condition �A� and allow depths greater than � below
the left root Consider�

fsx � s

G�ss
� ssx� � sssx

E�
� 
� � ss

E�sx� sy� � sfG�E�x� y�� ss
�

��
�

Since fG�ss
� ss
�� fsss
 � s
�

E�x� y��� ss
 if and only if x� y �� sn
 for some n

and matching is undecidable
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� Computable Inversion

We present in this section algorithm for function inversion for any theory
presented by a constructing system R For instance� the following is a con�
structing system for inserting a number in its correct place in an ordered
list� and therefore it has a computable inverse�

min�x� 
� � 

min�
� x� � 


min�sx� sy� � s�min�x� y��

max�x� 
� � x
max�
� x� � x

max�sx� sy� � s�max�x� y��
insert�x� nil� � x � nil

insert�x� y � z� � min�x� y� � insert�max�x� y�� z�

����
At each stage of the algorithm� we have a set of subgoals We �don�t

care� non�deterministically choose one� s �� t� and consider the following
cases

� If s and t are identical� the subgoal may be removed

� If t is a variable� just remove this subgoal

� Suppose s is a variable x�

�a� If x is already bound to a term u� then bind it instead to the
most general uni�cation of u and t

�b� If u and t are not uni�able� fail

�c� If x is unbound but appears in t� fail

�d� If x does not appear in t� add the binding x �� t

� If neither s � f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn� nor t � g�t�� 
 
 
 � tm� is a variable� try both
of the following�

�a� if f � g �and m � n�� replace the current goal with the multiset
of goals� s� �

� t��   � sn �
� tn

�b� For each rule f�l�� 
 
 
 � ln�� r in R �with all its variables renamed
apart from those in the goal�� do one of the following�

i If r and t are identical� then replace the goal with subgoals
s� �

� l�� 
 
 
 � sn �
� ln

�




ii If r is a variable x� then replace the goal with subgoals s� ��

l��� 
 
 
� sn �
� ln�� where � is x �� t

iii If r is headed by a constructor that is not g� fail this path

iv If g is a constructor� �rst recursively solve the subgoals r� �
�

t�� 
 
 
 � rm �� tm in succession For each solution � to the
variables of these m subgoals� solve the new subgoals s� �

�

l��� 
 
 
� sn �
� ln�

� Correctness

To prove the correctness of the above inversion algorithm� we need to estab�
lish its soundness� completeness� and termination It goes without saying
that it can be exponential in cost

Soundness will be easy� since each step of the algorithm is an application
of one or more transformation rules of Section � For completeness� we
need only check that every transformation that might lead to a solution is
attempted by the algorithm

For termination� we will use the bag �multiset� extension of the lexi�
cographic measure hjjtjj� jjsjji of a subgoal s �� t We will also need the
following invariant� which we show by computational induction�

For each mapping x �� u of a solution to a goal s�� t� we have
jjujj � jjtjj�

Indeed� it is because most general solutions are bounded in size that the
inversion problem is decidable for constructing systems

Let the current goal s�� t be called G Let X signify the set of variables
and 	� the current partial solution We use � for identity of terms

Consider each step of the algorithm in turn�

�� If s � t� remove G�

This is sound� since it is a composite of Decompose and Ignore
and results in the trivial solution There is no need to Mutate
for completeness� since s must be normalized if t is

�� If t 
 X� remove G�

This is just an application of Ignore and covers all its applicable
cases It� too� results in the trivial solution

��



�b��c� If s � x 
 X� but s	 �� t is unsatis�able� fail�

In these cases� the syntactic goal s �� t will fail

�a��d� If s � x 
 X and mgu�s	� t� exists� remove G and replace x �� u in
	 with mgu�u� t��

This is Eliminate combined with syntactic uni�cation and covers
the only successful case of Elimination

Since the most general uni�er of linear terms with disjoint vari�
ables �see Lemma �� is bounded in depth by the maximum of
their depths� all substitutions satisfy the invariant

�a� If s � f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn� and t � f�
 
 
 � ti� 
 
 
�� replace G with subgoals si ��

ti� i � �� 
 
 
 � n�

This is just Decompose and covers all cases needed for complete�
ness that are not included in Step �

Termination follows from the fact that each subgoal is smaller�
since jjtijj � jjtjj By induction all solutions are bounded by jjtjj��

��b�i� If s � f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn� and f�
 
 
 � lj� 
 
 
�� t 
 R� replace G with subgoals
si �� li� i � �� 
 
 
 � n�

This is Mutate� when r � t� and the subgoal r �� t is trivial�
yielding the identity substitution for �

If r is a constant� then� by assumption �B�� jjlijj � � � jjrjj � jjtjj
and solutions are bounded by jjtjj Since jjsijj � jjsjj� the subgoals
are smaller If r is not a constant� then� by assumption �A��
jjlijj � � � jjrjj � jjtjj

��b�ii� If s � f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn�� f�
 
 
 � li� 
 
 
� � x 
 R and x 
 X� replace G
with subgoals si �� lifx �� tg� i � �� 
 
 
 � n�

This is Mutate for �collapsing� rules �r 
 X�

By assumption �B�� li is either a constant or a variable �possibly
x� Thus� jjlifx �� tgjj is either � or jjtjj In any case� the new
subgoals are smaller by virtue of their shallower left half si

��b�iii� If t � g�
 
 
 � tj � 
 
 
�� but l� c�
 
 
 � rk� 
 
 
� 
 R has constructor c �� g�
this choice path fails�

��



Mutation cannot succeed in this case� since c�
 
 
 � rk� 
 
 
�� �
	 	 	 � g�
 
 
 � tj � 
 
 
�� is impossible

��b�iv� If s � f�s�� 
 
 
 � sn�� t � c�t�� 
 
 
 � tm�� f�
 
 
 � li� 
 
 
� �
c�
 
 
 � rj� 
 
 
� 
 R� and c is a constructor� solve the set si �

� li� �i �
�� 
 
 
 � n�� for each solution � of the rj �

� tj �j � �� 
 
 
 � m��

This is the only remaining case for Mutate� since assumption �C�
is that the root of a non�variable right side is a constructor

The rj �
� tj have shallower right halves� so the computation of

� terminates

By assumption �A�� jjlijj � � and li can contribute at most � to
the depth jjli�jj By induction� jjx�jj � jjtj jj � jjtjj��� so jjli�jj � jjtjj�
and the second set of subgoals is smaller by virtue of their left
halves Also� their solution is bounded by jjtjj

� Extensions

A �symbolic de�nition� of the form

f�x�� 
 
 
 � xn�� e

which just de�nes a non�recursive function f that does not appear elsewhere
�in e or R�� like the calendar rule ��� for n or squaring rule x� � x� x ����
can always be added to a decidable system� since those symbols can be
immediately eliminated from any goal containing them

Theorem � was re�ned in �Aguzzi and Modigliani� ����� with a notion
of �positional� increase By using positional information� it is possible to
handle certain systems that do not have leading constructors on the right�
hand sides of rules For example� the usual de�nition of � can be used
instead of the three multiplication rules in �	� With such an extension� we
should be able to handle insertion sort by adding sort��� � � and sort�x �
y�� insert�x� sort�y�� to ����

Looking at our proof of the correctness of the algorithm� it should be clear
that one can allow left sides of depth d � � for rules such that the normal
form of the right side r has no path of length less than d � � Checking
normal forms of all instances is not a syntactic condition� but testing for
ground reducibility is �Plaisted� ����� So we can replace Conditions �A�
and �B� with the following�
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� � For each rule l � r� we have jjljj �  � �� where  is the
length of the shortest path from the root of r to a ground reducible
position�

Since the ground�normal form of any term is of depth at least �� this condi�
tion guarantees that the subgoal r �� t will result in variable bindings that
are no deeper than jjtjj � d

Returning to the calendar� the rules for � needed to constrain the length
of a month and a year violate even this condition The calendar code� how�
ever� does not require solutions to arbitrary inequalities� only to inequalities
of the form x � N � for ground term N  These cannot be handled by tabu�
lated functions� with rules like � � ��� T �where �� is just an abbreviation
for s��
�� since the left side would be too deep Instead� we can rephrase a
constraint x � N �� T as x � N �� TN and use�

sx � sy � T �x � y�

 � sx � TLx

Lsx � TLx
L
 � 

����

in lieu of the rules for inequality in ���
A more interesting situation is posed by months of unequal length� as in

many archaic calendars having epagomenal days� which we treat as a thir�
teenth month of only �ve days �making for a �	��day year� That requires
the constraint

m � �� � d � �
 � �m � �� � d � ��

for which we use the goals

m � ���� T ��� d � �
�� T ��� �m � �� � d � ���� T ��

and compute disjunction as follows�

Tx � y � T �x � y�
y � Tx � T �x � y�

 � y � 
y �  � 

����

For example�

�� � �� � � � � � 	 	 	 � T ���
 � 
�� T ��
 � ��

� T ���
 � 
� � T 	L
� T ���
 � 
� � T 	

� 	 	 	 � T ���
 � 
 � � � T ��

��



For non�left�linear systems� simple inversion goals of the form
f�
 
 
 � ci� 
 
 
� �� N � where the ci are constructor terms� can be solved�
provided no right side has a de�ned symbol at its root� nor a de�ned symbol
that appears below a �decreasing� symbol �Mitra� ����� Syntactic criteria
for this case are also possible

In �Dershowitz and Mitra� ������ we considered systems with potentially
in�nitely many solutions� which were captured as indexed terms� along the
lines of �Comon� ����� �See Section �� Such an approach should work for
some inversion problems with unbounded solutions

The following constructing system for di!erentiation illustrates some of
the subtleties of inversion problems�

Dt � s

D
 � 

Dsx � Dx� 


D�x� y� � Dx�Dy

D�x� y� � x�Dy � y �Dx
����

The third rule has �
 to ensure that the right side is headed by the construc�
tor � �vis�a�vis this system� at least� it is a constructor� If we include our
constructing rules for �� inverting the goal Dz �� t� t yields the inde�nite
integral z �� t � t� but� in the absence of simplifying rules for addition� we
do not get more general solutions And one cannot add addition� without
turning � into a de�ned function� at which point ���� would no longer be
constructing

Perhaps results �eg �Jacquemard� ���	�� on regularity of the normaliz�
able terms� which have bearing on derivability� can help decide matching

Finally� our algorithm can serve as the basis of a program to compile a
logic program for computing the inverse of a given functional program
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